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S

tate of the Chapter

Spring 2018 was an eventful semester for Xi Delta. We raised over
$1400 for the Boys and Girls Club
of America through our Kicking for
Kids Soccer Tournament. The chapter
also celebrated our upcoming 50th
anniversary during our amazing Ancient Greece themed Alumni Weekend. The chapter finished the semester with the 4th highest chapter gpa at
2.83. Five graduating brothers were
installed into the Alumni Association
at the end of Spring 2018. Despite
the lack of academic excellence Xi
Delta was determined to submit an
application for the Gehring Award.
During the 153rd Congress in Atlanta, Georgia, Xi Delta was awarded the Gehring Award for Chapter
Excellence, Alumni Association of
the Year Award, and the Best Alumni
Newsletter Award.
The Chapter began the Fall 2018 Se
mester with 33 active members, and
pinned 13 new members after the end
of rush week to where 10 were then
initiated as brothers. Thankfully this
year no hurricanes devastated the
property and we were able to make
many cosmetic improvements to the
house.

The chapter also made it a priority
during the semester to go above and
beyond the 10 required community
service hours by attending almost all
of the fraternity and sorority events
on campus as well as many other
campus/charitable events. This Fall
semester we hosted another “America’s Next Top Doge” Philanthropy
Event with the proceeds going to the
SPCA of Brevard. This semester also
saw the nationwide implementation
of new NIC Social Management
Policies. These new policies have
changed the way events will be held
but Xi Delta will not let them ruin
the fun we have always had at our
events. As always we would like to
thank the Xi Delta Housing Corporationfor making progress towards yard
drainage and their continued work on
other house improvements. We would
also like to thank XDAA and our
Alumni Advisory Board who have
worked hard with the chapter to solve
problems, implement NIC policies,
and ensure that we are continuing on
the path of success. We look forward
to celebrating our 50th again at this
years Shrimp n Suds and continuing
to be one of the best organizations in
the country.
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Noah Clanahan // Alpha

Executive Board: Spring 2018
Alpha - Noah Clanahan
Beta - William Reily
Gamma - Nick Vieder
Delta - Zach Shelton
Epsilon - Sam Dorian
Zeta - Mitchell Spalding
Eta - Jack Carson
Theta - Adam Bettencourt
Iota - Alex Ross

Greek Life Grades: Spring 2018
Alpha Tau Omega - 2.81
Chi Phi - 2.83
Delta Tau Delta - 3.06
Lambda Chi Alpha - 2.90
Pi Kappa Alpha -2.63
Pi Lambda Phi - 2.56
Sigma Tau Gamma - 2.92
Tau Kappa Epsilon - 2.75
All Fraternity Ave. - 2.81
All Male Ave. - 2.80
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UPDATES

Jeremy Jones // House Manager

FROM 4060 DAIRY ROAD

Located at 4060 Dairy Road, the
Chi Phi Manor has continued and
will continue to be the home the
place countless generations of
brothers call their home. With
the help from XDHC and Brother Atilho, the property is now
equipped to handling the flooding
that has been occurring. Picking
up where the Located at 4060
Dairy Road, the Chi Phi Manor
has continued and will continue
to be the home the place countless
generations of brothers call their
home. With the help from XDHC
and Brother Atilho, the property
is now equipped to handling the
flooding that has been occurring.

of the beam. With that issue now
resolved a new double paned
window was installed in an effort
to improve the insulation in the
house to help reduce the power
bill. Moving into the Fall semester
the large project that XDHC wanted to address was the drainage
issue that the house had. It was
decided that it would benefit the
brotherhood to rent the machinery
and do this ourselves, to not only
save cost but to give brothers the
experience to conduct property
maintenance as the machinery was
also used to remove some stumps
that were creating issues for the
leech field behind the house.

Going into the summer an issue
that was long overdue for an
overhaul was the installation of a
new window in the fourman. This
involved removing the window to
reveal that a substantial portion

The electrical solution is underway in the barn and due to the
removal of the circuits by Brother
Clanahan the contracted electrician is able to start with a blank
slate.
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Continuing into this new academic year the same mentality
from the Brotherhood has been
carried over from last year being,
“Fix things properly and to last,
rather than create another temporary fix”. This has caused the
committee to conduct research
into projects before they are done,
allowing for more of the brotherhood to be involved in hands
on projects, including digging of
the trench, the replacement of the
fourman window, and the house
Ethernet infrastructure. All of
which was made possible by the
generous donations of the alumni
and XDHC. Special thanks are
given to Brother Atilho, Brother
Solomon, and Brother Lento for
providing the brotherhood with
continuous support both financially and verbally, and with their
own projects for the brotherhood to do to better the property.

-Fraternally-Mitchell SolomonXDHC: Vice President
For 50 years Xi Delta has made
lifelong brothers out of strangers
and, through feast and famine, our
barnside manor has been the site
where these bonds form for the last
29 of those years. The honor between
brothers past and present binds us as
the Xi Delta Housing Corporation
to our purpose: ensure the continual
existence and prosperity of our property. We own a magical place, and in
turn it owns a piece of our memories.
In this spirit, we bring you the latest
in major housing developments from
XDHC!
XDHC is proud to boast a record
year in terms of investing into the
necessary infrastructure of our 3.5
beautiful acres. First and foremost,
we’ve broken ground on a promised
solution to the property drainage
problem, which was exacerbated by
the cinder block wall along our property’s northern border, by literally
breaking ground in the form of a two
swales (deemed North and South) to
encourage stagnant water to run off
our land. In doing so, much of the
brush directly east of the house has
been cleared, providing more parking options and general recreational
space. Continued work on this

project will include aesthetic work to
the South swale and lining the driveway with a partition to block cars
from the swale.
Electrical infrastructure in the barn
has been a work in progress for a
long time due to the rarity that is an
electrician willing to work on the
barn. We’ve finally such a contractor
and deliberations on the project scope
have begun. So far, the project will
include rewiring the barn up to modern electrical and safety standards.
A special thanks to actives Noah
Clanahan and crew who replaced the
conduit box in the barn on their own.
Initiative like Noah’s is something
we’d like to highlight and encourage
as a part of XDHC’s working relationship with the actives. We cannot hope to complete most of these
housing projects without actives
doing their part of the footwork and
planning. So thank you to the brothers who contribute sweat equity to
the house and property.
Looking into the future, XDHC has
several much-needed projects on our
radar for the upcoming years. These
include barn roof repairs, main
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septic solution, kitchen renovation,
and an upstairs balcony update,
which constitute an estimated $25k
investment into the house! Our aim
is to keep pumping as much money
and labor into to house as possible to
provide an attractive and safe environment for brothers, new and old, to
enjoy for years to come.
As an alumni looking back on my
time as an active, the lessons I
learned from working on the house
with my brothers were invaluable,
with the underlying theme being: you
get out what you put in. I put a ton of
work into the house, and I’m convinced that I’m a better man because
of it. As XDHC, we aim to provide
these kinds of working experiences as well as need-based financial
support to the actives with the help
of generous donations from alumni.
Donations directly to XDHC will be
earmarked to the projects we have on
our agenda, while donations to the
CEF will go our scholarship fund and
be distributed to deserving actives
based on our scholarship program.
So if you can afford it, help us put
actives to work with your tax-deductible donation by talking to Brother
Mario Lento!

XDAA SEMI-ANNUAL

REPORT

Brothers,
“I hope to see
you all on our
50th
anniversary.
Without you,
none of us
would be
here today.”

I hope everyone is ready and excited
for Shrimp n’ Suds this year. We
are fortunate enough to be celebrating on the day we were founded 50
years ago. This year our Friday night
portion of the weekend will be held
on December 7 at Meg O’Malleys at
6 PM; we have booked the back patio
and parking lot. Expect the food to
be plentiful and the drinks to flow
freely. On Saturday, the 8th, we will
be installing Brother Einan Sauerhaft as Alumni before our meeting at
noon. Afterwards, we will be able to
enjoy each others company for the
rest of the day.
Our meeting this year should not
be terribly long as XDHC recounts
improvements made over the past
six months. Expect Brother Charla
to make a comment about tarring the
roof. XDAA also has an important
piece of news in regards to Alumni
Weekend next year and new national
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guidelines instituted this year. We
will also discuss the requirements for
Alumni to be in Good Standing and a
new job requirement for XDAA Beta.
XDAA has been heavily focused
on making our 50th year one of our
largest and most enjoyable years.
Now that our plans are finalized for
Shrimp N’ Suds, we have turned our
efforts towards organized and regular
local Alumni meetups at various bars
and breweries in the Melbourne area.
At the first three of these events, we
have seen anywhere between 20 and
30 Brothers gathering and spending
the evening together, but I know
that I personally would love to see
more. If you’re living locally, or you
happen to be in town during one of
these events, check the Alumni page
on Facebook to see where we are
meeting. These meetups occur every
last Wednesday of the month; come
on out and see us.
Fraternally,
Alex Pelc
XDAA, Vice President

P

HILANTHROPY

									

“Chi Phi
Xi Delta’s
America’s
Next Top
Dog raises
over $300!”

Brian Nyffenegger // Philanthropy chair

The chapter entered this semester
with a renewed dedication to serving
its campus and community through
service and philanthropic endeavours. 6 brothers served as panther
prep leaders for Fall student orientation, helping welcome over 1000
new students. This semester, brothers attended multiple philanthropy
events, earning over 400 community
service hours. Brothers also played a
key role in supporting campus events
like the 60th Anniversary Founding
Celebration and Homecoming. The
chapter held the 3rd annual “America’s Next Top Doge” charity dog
show on November 16th. This year
was one of the best yet, with community and campus involvement from
the Brevard Humane Society and
Campus Activities Board, respectively. Proceeds and supplies collected at
this event will help animal shelters
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recovering from Hurricanes Florence and Matthew. Over 10 dogs
competed for Best In Show, with
Kylie, a black labrador puppy, taking
home the top prize. Brothers also
sold dog bandanas, and collected
old t-shirts to recycle into dog toys.

-Brian NyffeneggerMajor: Aerospace Engineering
Grade: Senior
Philanthropy Chairman

S

PORTS

Mitchell Spalding // Sports Chairman

									

Although there is no Greek Week in
the Fall, the Xi Delta chapter did see
some athletic accomplishments this
semester. First, the addition of a new
54” Goaliath in-ground basketball
hoop was added to the property to
create a half-court for brothers to
enjoy!
The brotherhood was able to come
together and have a grand showing at
Gamma Phi Beta’s Moonball Tournament where Stephan Kenneavy
and Alexander Smith took home 2nd
place in the doubles tournament; and
the team of Mitch Spalding, Sam
Dorian, Noah Clanahan, Zach Shelton, and Alexander Ross took home
2nd place in the 5v5 tournament.
In addition, Xi Delta placed 1st in
Tau Kappa Epsilon’s 3v3 Shooting
For A Cure Basketball Tournament,

thanks to the team of Mitchell
Spalding, Sam Dorian, and Alexander Ross. In regards to intramurals,
Xi Delta is having a blast participating in Intramural Soccer with a
2-1 record coming into the end of
the semester. Finally, Xi Delta was
able to face off and beat ResLife in
a friendly flag football game, held
during the halftime of Florida Tech’s
Football game on November 3rd, to
help promote intramural sports on
campus.
Brother Taylor Sey and other brothers
alike have also promoted sports into
brotherhood events. Mid-November the brotherhood held a paintball
event at Hurricane paintball, where
brothers participated in team versus
team combat and had a blast. Interest
in the event promotes future events
as such.
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Looking toward the future, the sports
committee has provided the brotherhood with organized practices each
weekend in hopes of raising spirits
for Greek Week. The chapter and the
brothers look to place within the top
3 next year!

-Mitchell Spalding-

Major: Aeronautical Science with Flight
Grade: Junior
Sports Chairman & Zeta

H

OMCOMING

									

This year, Chi Phi partnered up with
Alpha Phi for homecoming. The
Chapter elected Brother Nyffenegger
as Xi Delta’s Homecoming King.
Leading up to homecoming, many
exciting philanthropic events took
place including Smooch a Pooch,
a fundraising event involving our
very own Mr. Pickles and other dogs
from Alpha Phi and Chi Phi. After a
rough start at the homecoming kickoff, the chapter came roaring back
with 1st place in the social media
contest and 2nd in the talent shows
lip sync where brothers and sisters
from Alpha Phi enacted a theatrical
performance that danced their way
through outer space! With one final
fundraising push with help of our
alumni, we won first place, having
raised a whopping total of $1500
in donations to the United Way that
helped support families in need.

Brian Nyffenegger // Homecoming King

-Brian Nyffenegger & Erin FilaramoChi Phi & Alpha Phi Homecoming King and Queen
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XI DELTA BROTHERS

ATTEND CHI PHI CONGRESS
Xi Delta
Chapter
Brings Home
Plenty
Awards &
Yet Another
Ghering!
Xi Delta had a strong showing at this years Congress in Atlanta. To begin Xi Delta won a total of 4 awards including alumni association of the year, campus administrator award, and the best alumni newsletter award. To top off the
festivities Xi Delta brought home a Gehring Award for Chapter Excellence. This was a strong year for Xi Delta and we
look forward to some strong years to come.
Following are the proposed motions and their results for those interested:
- Motion to present all mottos to the national office; Passed
- Motion to make all colonies attend a regional ritual retreat; Failed
- Motion to begin voluntarily beta testing a TME Plan to chapters and colonies who want it; Passed
- Motion to establish a communication committee for undergraduates to better communicate with the nation office;
Passed
- Motion to amend bylaw changing budget submissions from April 1st to July 1st; Passed
- Motion to raise new member fee from $90-$100; Passed
- Motion to impose restrictions on chapters who fail accreditation repeatedly; Passed
- Motion for the national office to review region boundaries every 4 years; Passed
- Motion for the national office to review lifetime membership dues and deliver a report to the Grand Council by
Spring 2019; Passed
- Motion to establish a committee to re-establish a standing committee to determine the location of congress 2 years
prior and provide congress with the location 2 years prior for a vote; Passed
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NEW MEMBER PROFILES
Spenser Gorenflo

Dalton Gadapee

Major: Mechanical Engineering
Grade: Freshmen
Hometown: Merritt Island, Florida

Major: Business Administration
Grade: Freshmen
Hometown: Jacksonville, Florida

Premal Faldu

Daniel Wise

Major: Construction Management
Grade: Junior
Hometown: Windsor, Connecticut

Major: Mechanical Engineering
Grade: Freshmen
Hometown: Snellville, Georgia

Francesco Isaza

Max Gensib

Major: Mechanical Engineering
Grade: Freshmen
Hometown: Zurich, Switzerland

Major: Chemistry
Grade: Freshmen
Hometown: Princeton, New Jersey
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Sean Barwood-Parent

Joey Marang

Major: Business Administration
Grade: Junior
Hometown: Stamford, Connecticut

Major: Aviation Management with Flight
Grade: Freshmen
Hometown: Webster, New York

Ray Nichols

Ryan McGinley

Major: Aeronautical Science with Flight
Grade: Freshmen
Hometown: Sutton, Massachusetts

Major: Aerospace Engineering
Grade: Freshmen
Hometown: Williamstown, New Jersey

NEW MEMBER PROJECT
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Alumni Installed

- Cullen Kuhry -Aerospace EngineeringPositions Held:
Alpha, Eta, & Scholarship Chairman
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Alumni Installed

- Yucheng Luo -Aerospace Engineering-

- Brian “Bibs” Fossati -Aerospace Engineering-

Positions Held: IFC Voting Delegate, IFC Non-Voting Delegate, Eta, House Manager, Total Membership Educator,
New Member Educator, & IFC VP of Programming
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Alumni Installed

- Tanner Matthews-Aviation Management with FlightPositions Held:
IFC Voting Delegate, Brotherhood, & Scholarship Chairman
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Alumni Installed

- Siddarth Kuthiala -Mehanical EngineeringPositions Held: Brotherhood Chairman
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EDITORS REMARKS
Hope you enjoyed this edition of the bathtub!
Thank you to every brother who took a leap of faith and joined this amazing brotherhood. The individuals of this chapter are what make it special. No where else can you
find anything like Xi Delta. The founders of our fraternity sought for nothing less.
To all named famously as Xi Delta alumni, thank you for all the hard work and endless
nights you dedicated to this fraternity. Without your efforts, the wisdom behind these
walls made of southern yellow pine would have never found its way to myself or any
other brother that followed after your intiation. I am eternally greatful for this place
and you all deserve the utmost respect and gratitude from every brother that enters
our brotherhood.
May Xi Delta continue to thrive and ensure its continual existance. To fifty more years
of truth, honor, and personal integrity.
Fraternally,

Alexander H Whidden
Chi Phi Xi Delta - Alumni Relations Chair
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